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Last Thursday, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA") submitted proposed rules to the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") designed to address "financial exploitation of seniors and
other vulnerable adults."[1] In recent years, battling the financial exploitation of vulnerable persons has become a
top focus for regulators such as FINRA and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, as well as state
legislatures. FINRA has been particularly active in this space. In April 2015, it launched its Securities Helpline for
Seniors, designed to be a "'go-to' resource for senior investors with securities-related questions and concerns."[2]
Then, in October 2015, FINRA issued Regulatory Notice 15-37, in which it sought public comment on the
proposed rules that it has now submitted to the SEC.[3] And, late last week, FINRA and the Securities Industry
and Financial Markets Association ("SIFMA") came together to co-host a highly anticipated and long-planned
"Senior Investor Protection Conference" in Washington, D.C., which covered a variety of topics relating to the
protection of elderly investors, such as identifying a client's potential cognitive decline, marketing and
communicating to senior investors, and best practices for developing policies and procedures relating to senior
investor protection.[4]
FINRA's activity in this area has the potential to benefit senior investors in important ways. It may also have
significant impact on regulated firms, requiring them to evaluate and modify their business practices. This alert
briefly addresses the issue of senior financial exploitation, the various approaches currently taken by state and
federal authorities, the scope of FINRA's proposed rules, and possible considerations for securities firms and
broker-dealers seeking to responsibly address this important issue.

THE ISSUE
As members of the "Baby Boom" generation continue to reach retirement age, their significant assets have made
them prime targets for financial exploitation. Elder financial exploitation, broadly defined as the illegal or improper
use or conversion of funds or resources of an older person, is a growing problem in the United States, impacting
an estimated one in five American citizens over the age of 65.[5] Despite its prevalence, financial exploitation
also tends to be underreported for a number of reasons, including victims' feelings of shame and
embarrassment.[6] In recent years, high profile cases,[7] as well as aggressive advocacy by senior groups, have
made combating financial exploitation a top priority for federal and state authorities.

CURRENT REGULATORY LANDSCAPE
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Currently, there is no federal statute specifically addressing the financial exploitation of seniors. The Older
Americans Act,[8] passed in 1965, requires the Administration on Aging to administer formula grants to states for
purposes of elder abuse awareness and prevention, and the Elder Justice Act,[9] included within the Affordable
Care Act, requires the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Justice to study the
issue of senior financial abuse, provide grants to state and local authorities, and provide training and support
programs. Neither of these statutes, however, has a criminal justice component, by which financial exploitation of
seniors would be specifically addressed.
Federal regulators have tried to fill this void via task forces,[10] inter-agency guidance,[11] and other
initiatives,[12] but these efforts have focused on research, education, and the promotion of best practices, rather
than the establishment of criminal liability for perpetrators.
Because there is no federal statute directly addressing the financial exploitation of seniors, the matter has been
left to the states. Though each state has laws outlawing financial fraud and exploitation generally, very few states
specifically target the financial exploitation of seniors. It is in this context that the North American Securities
Administrators Association ("NASAA") drafted model state legislation in 2015.[13]
The NASAA Model Act, aspects of which have already been adopted in some form by several states,[14]
prescribes a certain course of conduct when qualified individuals (e.g., broker-dealer agents; investment adviser
representatives; independent contractors; and supervisory, compliance, or legal personnel)[15] reasonably
believe that an elderly customer may be susceptible to financial exploitation. Under the Model Act, qualified
individuals would be obligated to report suspected financial exploitation to the state's Adult Protective Services
and the state securities regulator,[16] would be allowed to disclose concerns to trusted third parties that had been
designated by the elderly investor,[17] and would be permitted to delay disbursement of customer funds for up to
25 business days in certain situations.[18]

FINRA PROPOSAL
FINRA's proposed rules, submitted to the SEC on Thursday, October 20, 2016, include amendments to FINRA
Rule 4512, as well as the adoption of a new FINRA Rule 2165. The FINRA proposal is largely consistent with
provisions in the NASAA Model Act — FINRA explained that even though the proposed rule change and the
Model Act are not identical, the two organizations worked together "to achieve consistency where possible and
appropriate."[19] One notable difference is that the NASAA Model Act requires governmental disclosure in certain
circumstances, while the FINRA proposal has no such mandatory governmental reporting requirements.[20]

Amendments to Rule 4512
Currently, FINRA Rule 4512 ("Customer Account Information") requires firms to maintain certain information
relating to customer accounts, such as the customer's name and residence, whether the customer is of legal age,
and the names of any associated persons responsible for the account. The Rule would be amended to require
that firms also make reasonable efforts to obtain the name and contact information of a "Trusted Contact Person"
for each non-institutional customer account. In FINRA Notice 15-37, FINRA explained that the Trusted Contact
Person is intended to "be a resource for the firm in administering the customer's account and in responding to
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possible financial exploitation."[21] A member may elect to inform an individual that he or she was chosen to be a
Trusted Contact Person, but this is not required.[22]

New Rule 2165
FINRA has also proposed a new Rule 2165 ("Financial Exploitation of Specified Adults"). This Rule would permit,
but not require, members to place temporary holds on disbursements of funds or securities from the accounts of
"Specified Adult" customers where there is a reasonable belief that these customers are experiencing "financial
exploitation."[23] The proposed Rule defines a "Specified Adult" as: (1) a natural person age 65 or older;[24] or
(2) a natural person age 18 or older who the firm reasonably believes has a mental or physical impairment that
renders the individual unable to protect his or her own interests.[25] Finally, the Rule would define "financial
exploitation" as either:
1. the wrongful or unauthorized taking, withholding, appropriation, or use of a Specified Adult's funds or
securities; or
2. any act or omission by a person, including through the use of a power of attorney, guardianship, or any
other authority, regarding a Specified Adult, to:
obtain control, through deception, intimidation or undue influence, over the specified adult's money, assets or
property; or
convert the specified adult's money, assets or property.[26]
In its initial 2015 draft proposal, FINRA permitted only a "Qualified Person" to enact a temporary hold,[27] but the
version filed with the SEC eliminated that defined term and instead would permit "members" generally to place
holds on disbursements. This change stemmed from industry concern regarding how to determine whether an
associated person served in a supervisory, compliance, or regulatory capacity that is "reasonably related" to the
account.[28] FINRA modified the rule to allow a member to place the hold, but added a requirement that the
member develop written supervisory procedures that identify the titles of those employees authorized to place
temporary holds and noted that any such person must serve in a supervisory, compliance, or legal capacity for
the member.[29]
While the proposed Rule would not establish an affirmative requirement to withhold funds, it would create a safe
harbor for firms that elect to do so under the following circumstances: (1) there is reason to suspect financial
exploitation of a customer; (2) the firm has notified the Trusted Contact Person of the hold, as well as all parties
authorized to transact business on the account;[30] and (3) the firm immediately undertakes an internal review of
the facts and circumstances. Specifically, any firm enacting a temporary hold on disbursements under Rule 2165
would be provided safe harbor from FINRA Rules 2010 ("Standards of Commercial Honor and Principles of
Trade"), 2150 ("Improper Use of Customers' Securities or Funds"), and 11870 (Customer Account Transfer
Contracts").[31] The temporary disbursement hold may last up to 15 business days, unless extended by a state
regulator or agency or court of competent jurisdiction.[32] If, after conducting an internal review of the facts and
circumstances, a member reasonably believes that financial exploitation has occurred or is occurring (or has or
will be attempted), the member can extend the hold for up to another 10 business days.[33]
Although disbursement holds are discretionary, Rule 2165 would require FINRA members to "establish and
maintain written supervisory procedures reasonably designed to achieve compliance" with the Rule, including
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"procedures related to the identification, escalation and reporting of matters" related to financial exploitation.
Additionally, as noted previously, these procedures must identify the titles of those persons authorized to place
temporary holds.
The Rule would also require that members retain records relating to instances of potential financial exploitation
and the member's subsequent actions,[34] and develop training policies or programs designed to ensure
compliance with the Rule.[35]

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SECURITIES FIRMS AND BROKER-DEALERS
FINRA's focus on financial exploitation of seniors, coupled with an increased sensibility that financial services
firms should protect vulnerable citizens from being victimized by financial criminals, suggests that broker-dealers
may wish to consider proactive steps, even before the SEC determines whether or not to approve the proposed
rules. Among these possible steps is the identification of trusted contact persons for each customer account.
Even if the proposed FINRA requirement is never implemented, such "trusted contact" designations may reflect a
growing and best industry practice and provide firms with a resource they can engage if financial exploitation is
suspected.
To the extent that have not already done so, firms may also consider instituting financial exploitation training
programs for account-level employees, as well as supervisory, compliance, and legal personnel. Such training
would enable employees to better identify potential instances of financial exploitation, inform them of their
statutory and regulatory obligations, and demonstrate to federal regulators and FINRA that the firm takes this
topic seriously. Furthermore, firms may consider potential plans of action or internal review protocols for
situations of suspected financial exploitation. Firms should give thought to policies that define relevant
responsibilities of various employees, including with respect to regulatory reporting, internal escalation and
internal reviews of instances of suspected financial exploitation, client communication, and potential holds on
disbursement of funds.
Consistent with FINRA guidance, member firms should consider developing an internal understanding of "red
flags" that may identify potential financial exploitation. FINRA specifically identified the following circumstances
as indicating a need for further investigation: "(1) attempts to transfer money to engage in commonly known
fraudulent schemes (e.g., foreign lottery schemes); (2) uncharacteristic attempts to wire securities or funds,
particularly with a customer who is unable to explain the attempts; (3) when a caretaker, relative, or friend of the
customer requests disbursements on behalf of the customer without proper documentation; (4) abrupt increases
in disbursements, particularly with a customer who is accompanied by another person who appears to be
directing the disbursements; (5) attempted forgery of the customer's signature on account documentation or a
power of attorney; and (6) a customer's unusual degree of fear, anxiety, submissiveness or deference related to
another person."[36]
Regardless of the ultimate fate of FINRA's proposal, firms should expect this issue to continue to garner more
attention in the future, both from FINRA and other regulators. Accordingly, firms should consider the elements of
the proposals and the degree to which they have systems and procedures reasonably designed to safeguard the
interests of vulnerable clients.
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[25] Id.
[26] Id.
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compliance or legal capacity that is reasonably related to the Account of the Specified Adult." FINRA Regulatory
Notice 15-37: Financial Exploitation of Seniors and Other Vulnerable Adults (October 2015).
[28] FINRA Proposal at 37–38.
[29] FINRA Proposal at 416-17, Exhibit 5.
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suspected financial exploitation of the Specified Adult. Notably, in response to customer privacy concerns, FINRA
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event that it suspects the Trusted Contact Person to be engaged in financial exploitation. See FINRA Proposal at
64–66.
[31] FINRA Proposal at 417, Exhibit 5.
[32] Id. at 416.
[33] Id. Note that this 10-day extension was reduced from FINRA's original 15-day proposal set forth in Regulatory
Notice 15-37.
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FINRA Proposal at 417, Exhibit 5.
[35] Id.
[36] Id. at 31–32.

This publication/newsletter is for informational purposes and does not contain or convey legal advice. The
information herein should not be used or relied upon in regard to any particular facts or circumstances without first
consulting a lawyer. Any views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the law
firm's clients.
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